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Datavail Overview

•

All major platforms: SQL Server,
Oracle, DB2, MySQL, MongoDB,
PostgreSQL, MariaDB,
Cassandra, AWS, Azure

•

Comprehensive development &
operational services

•

US & Global models

•

Reactive and proactive services

We are data specialists
Databases, Analytics, and
Application Data Integration

17+ years delivering
data services

700+ customers

with average client
retention of 7 years
Managed services,
projects, and staffing

Application
Management
•
•
•

EBS/ERP
EPM
Hyperion/Essbase

•
•
•

Microsoft Dynamics
SharePoint
Custom development
• Microsoft .NET
• Oracle APEX

Analytics, Visualization & Integration
•

Microsoft SSRS, SSIS, SSAS

•

PowerBI

•

Oracle OBIEE, BICS, GoldenGate

•

Informatica

•

Oracle Data Integrator

•

ETL development and
operational run
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What is Oracle Autonomous Database
(ADB)?
• User-friendly, fully autonomous Oracle database
• Elastic scaling capabilities
• Designed for fast query performance
• Runs natively in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI)
• Automatically handles tasks such as database
provisioning, backups, patches, upgrades,
workload tuning, failure detection and repair,
data protection, and scaling.

What’s So Great About Oracle ADB?
Fully Managed Database Environment
Significantly reduce your administrative overhead through many
automated database management tasks. Since ADB uses OCI,
you also reduce or eliminate your responsibilities involving the
underlying hardware.
Elastic Cloud Scalability
You can customize your compute and storage capacity as needed
without going through downtime to provision new resources.
Automated Scaling Process
ADB monitors database performance and workloads, autoadjusting CPU and I/O resources dynamically.
Optimized for Query Performance and Concurrency
Select pre-configured resource profiles to maximize your query
performance, based on the users accessing these databases.

Excellent Compatibility
You don’t need to re-factor or re-architect your
existing Oracle database applications. ADB
supports Oracle SQL natively.
Web-based Notebook
ADB includes a data analysis feature that makes
it simple to create and share interactive
documents that use SQL data. These datadriven documents can deliver value throughout
your entire organization.
Simple Database Migration
ADB offers a migration tool that can bring SQL
Server, MySQL, PostgreSQL, and other
databases to this service.

What You Need to Know About OCI to
Understand ADB
Oracle Regions and Availability Domains
OCI’s underlying infrastructure is located in a wide range of regions and
availability domains. You select an ADB region, which gives you a general
geographic area where the servers are located. Within that region, you
have specific availability domains. Depending on your chosen region, you
may have multiple availability domain options.
The resources you access on OCI tend to be locked to a particular region
or availability domain. When your database network traffic moves to
another availability domain or region, this data is encrypted. All
availability domains have isolation from each other, which helps you
maintain high availability and improve fault tolerance.
Oracle Fault Domains
An Oracle fault domain is a hardware and infrastructure group that’s
contained within an availability domain. There are three fault domains
total in the availability domain, which allows you to spread your
databases across different physical hardware to eliminate a single point
of failure.

Oracle Object Storage Service
OCI offers an Object Storage service that works with
all unstructured data. You can move an unlimited
amount of content into this service, which is
particularly useful for fueling business intelligence
platforms and other analytic use cases. The service is
designed for high-performance and data durability.
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Identity & Access
Management (IAM)
Keeping your Oracle databases secure requires strictly
controlling who has access to these resources. IAM
streamlines user access management and
permissions, so no one is accessing unauthorized
data. This tool is vital when following data protection
regulations for sensitive data.

So How Do You Get On-premises
Oracle Databases to Oracle ADB?
Deciding on Compute and Storage Capacity for Oracle ADB
You don’t have to worry too much about hitting the right
compute and storage numbers in ADB, as it’s a simple process to
scale if you get it wrong. Select the OCPUs and terabytes of
storage you require when configuring this service.
Choose Dedicated or Shared Infrastructure
Dedicated infrastructure for ADB provides you with dedicated
Exadata cloud infrastructure for your databases. You are the only
tenant with this deployment option.
Shared infrastructure is a multi-tenant infrastructure where your
databases use the same Exadata cloud infrastructure as the
other users in that deployment.

Oracle ADB Licensing Options
Oracle licensing can be tricky, and the wrong
decision can significantly increase your costs.
For ADB, you have two options:
• Bring Your Own License: You can transfer
your existing on-premises licenses to
Oracle’s cloud services.
•

License-included: ADB offers a pay-as-yougo model that rolls your services and
licenses into one simple cost, and usage is
metered hourly based on OCPU.

Pick Your ADB Migration Fighter
Oracle Zero Downtime Migration
For when you really, really don’t have room for downtime in your
schedule. This migration option uses a combination of Oracle
Data Guard, Oracle Recovery Manager, Oracle Data Pump, and
Oracle Golden Gate to move your on-premises databases to ADB
with minimal downtime.
Enterprise Management Database Migration Workbench
If you want full automation of your Oracle database migration,
this tool leverages Oracle Enterprise Manager and Autonomous
Database Schema Advisor. This solution assists you with
analyzing, identifying, and fixing potential compatibility
problems between your existing Oracle databases and ADB. You
also get real-time monitoring of the database migration process.

MV2ADB
Oracle offers the Move to Autonomous
Database utility for full migration automation
between your on-premises Oracle databases
and ADB. This solution uses Oracle Data Pump
Export to move data to Cloud Object Store,
goes through an Oracle Data Pump Import, and
then re-compiles the schema.

The Autonomous Database Overlords Are
Not Taking Away DBA Jobs – They’re Just
Changing Them
DBAs can focus on highervalue, strategic tasks rather
than putting out database
fires. They become data
strategists, looking for ways
to help organizations get
more out of their data.
Duties they handle in an
ADB environment include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data modeling and architecture
Provide greater insights into system performance
Proactively address the root causes of performance failures
Adjusting SQL profiles and setting baselines correctly
Continually tuning performance
Discovering and repairing complex database problems while ADB handles
lower-level issues
Finding and archiving obsolete data, which reduces workloads by optimizing
only relevant information.
Scan for and address data lifecycle concerns
Working with users to learn about the sources of digital challenges
And much more!
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